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2014 EARLY VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTION CAMPAIGN UPDATE	

Fruitful and gratifying, the 2013
voluntary contribution campaign
reached a closure of 160,000$ donation
from Chinese alumni and 29,700$ from
non-Chinese alumni, with the effort of
our dear President and other TLBU
family members.
The year 2014 gravely desires for
TLBU and its family members a turning
point, which is expected to guarantee
TLBU global system the
commencement of a bright future.
According to President LYOU’s plan,
there are several important programs on
the agenda, such as the international law
firm, international trade, and Global
School program for Chinese children.
The accurate situation of the plan
is as follows:
1) The International Law Firm
The international law firm has
already been registered in Seoul.
President LYOU expects an annual
recruitment of over 10 Korean lawyers
as students. Up to now, the recruitment
of Korean lawyer students is working. 19
Korean lawyers have applied to TLBU
with the motivation for international law
firm. Besides, Mr. Bae Hoon, the
representative of Japanese Law firm in
Osaka, visited TLBU on May 25, with a
new lawyer student.
To consolidate the fundament of
TLBU global system, from 2015, yearly
several TLBU graduates will be
supported for their further study in the
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U.S and they will work as managers of
TLBU system there. With the impetus of
fundamental promotion, within 3 years,
international law firms will be set up in
Seoul, Washington and NY-NJ area, and
Paris, with cooperation of Liu Fanping,
Monirith and professor Thomas Ryou.
I n a d d i t i o n , P r e s i d e n t LYO U
continuously concerns himself with
concrete plans of alumni to establish law
firms in Beijing, Shanghai and other
cities in East Asia, and is willing to
support them with TLBU global system.
2) International High School
The international high School
program is perceived to play a critical
role on successful proceeding of TLBU
global system
According to President LYOU’s
project, TLBU plans to buy some
campus among candidate schools in
three areas: New Jersey, Maryland,
Virginia. The school, which will mainly
accept students from China, Korea,
America and other East Asia countries,
is expected to recruit students from
2016.For the purpose of establishment
of international high school, President
LYOU has meeting with parents of
Global School students, from which he
obtained support and promise to send
their children to the international high
school in America after graduation from
Global School.
3) Voluntary Contribution of
alumni
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Although TLBU global system is
now heading in a promising track, there
still remain heaps of obstacles in the way
achieving prospective goals.
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All the TLBU family members are
now gathering together as a whole,
under the wing of the God’s bless and
our dear President’s support, to grasp
golden opportunity to realize TLBU
Mission, without hesitation and regret.
Driven by awareness that the
financial challenge is the root of other
quantities of problems facing the
constitution of TLBU global system, as
well as deep affection and gratitude to
President LYOU and TLBU, voluntary
contribution comes like flood. So far,
numerous motivated TLBU family
members have made promises of
donation. The detailed information is
shown as below in the chart(Updated to
May 23).
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4) Voluntary Contribution of
present students for accommodation
In order to perfectly complete the
transition of turning point, present
senior and junior students actively
cooperate for the “Voluntary partial
Contribution for the Accommodation.”
Up to now, the detailed information is
depicted as below (Updated to June 27).

From 2015, new students will share
their own accommodation 11,000$ for
two years before coming to Seoul. At the
same time, TLBU will maintain its
unique tradition to continue to provide
full scholarship around 50,000$ for
tuition for two years.
Thanks to alumni and present
students’ strong motivation and warm
support, TLBU has jumped a big step.
But there is still a long way for us to go.
All TLBU family members share the
same spirit and dream, so they never
forget their divine identity of apostles of
regional cooperation and world peace.
Since the recruitment of Global School

is facing with severe challenges, as well
as other due payments, such as tax, bank
loan interest and salary to staff, are
producing troubles, TLBU system is now
suffering much financial difficulty. But
with alumni’s voluntary contribution
some urgent bill could be paid and
senior graduate students could complete
their field study in Europe. It is really all
because of alumni and present students’
donation support. And it’s never the end
but just the beginning of this year’s
voluntary contribution campaign.
To make contribution much
meaningful and everlasting in history of
TLBU and in our society, President
LYOU is considering several productive
ideas which will help contributors.
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Written By: HAN Li
Edited By: DAI Linxuan

SPECIAL LECTURE FROM ASSISTANT MINISTER JO DAE SHIK
On March 27th,
Assistant Minister
Jo Dae Shik visited
TLBU Graduate
School in Seoul. After
meeting with our dear
President Lyou, he
gave seniors as well as juniors, a short
lecture.
Jo Dae Shik, who is a current
assistant minister of Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of The Republic
of Korea(MOFA) has served long as a
diplomat. He was Republic of Korea
Ambassador to Libya, successfully
calmed down the chaotic embassy office
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in capital Tripoli. Prior to that, he
worked in several Asian countries
including Singapore and in 2009, he
worked as Director General for Cultural
Diplomacy and Public Diplomacy,
which in charge of promoting cultural
exchanges between Korea and abroad.
During the lecture with students,
Assistant Minister Jo firstly recalled his
working experience as the ambassador
of Republic of Korea in several states.
Among his multiple experiences,
the term in Libya impressed him a lot.
“Although it was my duty, as at this
position, to safely evacuate my people
out of Libya. I felt, however, that it is the

patriotism that really drived me and my
colleagues to exercise our duty at the risk
of injury and death from the civil war in
Libya. Such love,no matter for your
country or for your family and
hometown, is the key factor that lead
you to success," said him.
The lecture lasted around one
hour. At the end, students brought up
some questions, as to how to make
concrete plans and some detailed stories
while evacuating people
from Libya during the civi war, to
Assistant Minister Jo Dae Shik and he
replied with patience.
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Due to his tight schedule,
Assistant Minister Jo left TLBU right
after having lunch, in which students
introduced themselves and
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communicated further with him.
Assistant Minister Jo promised to visit
TLBU in the near future and to continue
his lecture with all the students. All the

members are looking forward to his next
visit sincerely.
Written By: XIA Yujie
Edited By: YUAN Luping!

ALUMNI STORY: ACTIVITIES WITH PRESIDENT OF CHINA MR. XI JINPING IN FRANCE	

Editor’s Note: Alumni FU Chao, one
of the excellent representatives, is now
studying in TLBU institution in Paris for
doctor degree, who also sacrifices himself a
lot for TLBU mission.
At the end of March, President of China
Mr. XI Jinping has made a state visit to
France as well as some other European

countries. As a Chinese student leader in
France, alumni FU Chao was invited to some
activities of President Xi.
The joyful and uplifting message
conveys to all TLBU member signifies that
FU Chao had a meeting with President of
China. Being continuously studying hard in
legal profession and supporting TLBU, he is

certain to play a more important role as an
apostle of the regional cooperation mission
with this new qualification. And we are glad
to receive the email from Alumni FU Chao as
follows:

At the end of March, President of
China Mr. Xi Jinping has made a state
visit to France as well as some other
European countries. As a Chinese
student leader in France, I am honored
to be invited to some activities of
President Xi here.
In the evening of March 26th, I
was invited to go to the hotel President
Xi stays, the Four Seasons, to have a
photo session with him, his wife and his
accompanying high ranking officials.
After the photo session, he delivered a 27
minutes speech to us, the representatives
of Chinese in France, although it was
already after 23:00 and a tight visit
schedule. He introduced about his visit
this time, the relationship between China
and France as well as the recent
developments in China.
I also had the chance to attend
President Xi’s wide-ranging speech on
civilization delivered at the UNESCO
headquarters in Paris where our
graduate students have visited on April
22nd. The most impressive thing is that I
recognized a lot of echoes of our TLBU
Mission from President Xi’s speech:
UNESCO was born 69 years ago
when the smoke of the World War
against Fascism had barely dissipated.
The grisly horror of war forced mankind
once again to reflect on the nature of
war and peace. Throughout the
centuries, people have yearned for

lasting peace, but war, like a haunting
ghost, has been accompanying the
journey of human progress every step of
the way.
The stone wall at the entrance to
the UNESCO headquarters carries the
inscription of one single message in
several languages: Since wars begin in
the minds of men, it is in the
minds of men that the defenses of
peace must be constructed.
As long as the idea of peace can
strike deep roots and the sail of peace
can be hoisted in the hearts and minds
of people all over the world, a strong
defense will be constructed to prevent
and stop war. People hoped to promote
inter-civilization exchanges, equality of
educational opportunities and scientific
literacy in order to dispel estrangement,
prejudice and hatred, and spread the
seeds for the idea of peace.
T h e
aspiration
and vision as
such deserve
our renewed
commitment.
Not only so,
but we must
also step up
cross-border,
c ro s s - t i m e and-space
and cross-

civilization activities in education,
science, technology and culture to
spread the seeds of the idea of peace far
and wide so that they will sprout, take
root and grow in the hearts and minds
of the world's people, and provide the
planet we share with more and more
forests of peace.
Civilizations have become richer
and more colorful with exchanges and
mutual learning. Such exchanges and
mutual learning form an important drive
for human progress and global peace
and development.
This is precisely why UNESCO
was established in the first place. And
this is also what TLBU Mission and
President Lyou are pursuing with all the
efforts.
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Written and Photo Collected By:
FU Chao
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FIELD STUDY IN EUROPE
T he Field Study in Europe
supported by President Lyou aims to
provide TLBU students with good
opportunities of study Western societies
and successful examples of regional
cooperation.
For the class 2014, the study began
from 5th April and ends on 2nd May
2014, in four different European
c o u n t r i e s : Fr a n c e, S w i t z e rl a n d ,
Netherlands, and Belgium.
European Continent has a glorious
history and vibrant life in creating art.
Two weeks of intensive trip in Paris has
provided students with journeys in many
museums, gardens and chateaus with

abundant of sculptures, paintings and
mosaic.
From Louvre of worldly fame to
interesting ones like Pompidou and
Museum d'Orsay, students in four
groups prepared their own itinerary and
cooperate in the travel. Exhausted
though, they gained rich and exciting
memories in visiting those treasure of art
of history and present.
Some visited Sacré-Coeur Basilica,
a Roman Catholic Church dedicated to
the Sacred Heart of Jesus. Christianity
shaped city of Paris in its face in terms
of architecture and its inner spirit.

From 21st, the field study entered
into its second stage. International
Organizations visited in whole week are:
The United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) in Paris, World Trade
Organization (WTO), World Intellectual
P ro p e r t y O rg a n i z at i o n ( W I P O ) ,
International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) in Geneva and European
Commission in Brussels.
The meetings with each
representative of the organizations have
brightened their knowledge about the
function and challenges of each
organization, deepening the
understanding of textbook or lectures on
International Organization.
It is undeniable that the successful
completion of European field study
cannot happen without the love and
sacrifice from dear President Lyou.
Gratefulness for being a member of
TLBU community is surely strengthened
after the one-month unforgettable trip.
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( S p e c i a l a c k n ow l e d g m e n t t o
Souksathaphone and San Socheata)
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Written By: YUAN Lupin
Photo By: TANG Rui
Edited By: Xiayujie
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TLBU FAMILY PICTURE WALL

2014 Field Study in Europe in Geneva
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2014 Field Study in Europe Group Picture
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2012-2014 Graduate Class

2014 Field Study in Europe in WTO

2012-2014 Graduate Class Cambodian Family

2014 Field Study: Present to WTO Secretariat Josep Bosch

2014 Field Study in Europe Group Picture
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2012-2014 Graduate Class Female Students

2012-2014 Graduate Class
Vietnamese Family

2014 Commencement Ceremony
Graduates CHEN Haiyun, HE Bo
and Academic Officer Mr. KO
2014 Commencement Ceremony
Awarding Degree to Graduate ZHOU Qian

Photos Collected By:
GAO Xinyu

2014 Field Study in Europe in Chateau de Fontainebleau
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